Manufacturer: Merial Ltd.
Model: Child-Resistant Blister Pack
ASTM Type: VIII(A1)

Description:

This is a semi-rigid blister non reclosable package, which has three individual units connected to each other (Figure 1).
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The front of the blister card consists of a clear semi-rigid plastic film that covers all three units, each of which contains a blue applicator. The back of the blister card is a triple laminate foil composed of polyethylene, aluminum, and polyamide (Figure 2).

![Figure 2](image2)
Each of the units is opened individually by lifting and removing a plastic tab (see tab in Figure 1 indicated by the arrow), which is shaped like a half circle, on the front of the blister card or by using a scissors to cut the tab off and expose the foil backing. Then, the triple laminate foil is peeled off the back of that unit on the blister card and the applicator is removed (Figure 3).
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The manufacturer’s instructions, which appear on the back of the blister card on each individual unit, are (Figure 4):

![Figure 4](image)
(picture of the front of the blister card with an individual unit containing an applicator and showing the semicircular tab with an arrow lifting the tab up)

TO REMOVE APPLICATOR:
Use scissors. Or lift and remove
plastic tab to expose foil,
then peel down.